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Living with the nature...



Nothing gives us more warmth and pleasure in our 
homes than the wood. Besides being the oldest bu-
ilding material, the wood is unique in its variations 
and processing possibilities, therefore we have cho-
sen it as the material for our products.

Using the modern technology and years long expe-
rience of our skilled employees, in our production 
facilities we use the highest quality wood to pro-
duce windows and doors, fulfilling your wishes and 
needs in choosing the forms, sizes and colours.

We take care to permanently improve and comple-
ment our products, so that you can count on the 
products of high quality and design which will give 
you pleasure for long time.

LIVING 
WITH THE 
NATURE,
this is our basic business 
philosophy and orientation.



WINDOWS

The selected quality wood, inovative techniques and materials along with the individual approach to your needs shall 
fulfill your highest requirements and offer protection and pleasure for a long time. The window is equipped with the 
best hardware which enables easy and safe handling, and yet, according to needs and selection, additional safety and 
burglary protection.

The basic condition for the comfort in your rooms is satisfied with the good sound- and thermal insulation, which, 
with the application of the double Qlon gasket and Low-e glass  reaches the Ug value of 1,1 W/m2K.

The wood is unique in its variations and processing possibilities, therefore we offer you  the possibility to choose forms, 
dimensions and colours. The window is individualised  to the extent that it can be fitted into any climate, space and 
to every taste.

Warm and intimate



PANA EXCLUSIVE

WOOD: In our production we use the three-layer laminated elements 
made of a high quality wooden material, thickness 68 mm, glued with  
adhesives which are in accordance with the DIN EN 204 standard and 
meet the very strict conditions in their use (categories D3 and D4).

Using the laminated limed  wood, dried to the humidity content of 12-
14%, and the adequate varnish, is the guarantee for the construction 
stability and persistence of the product during the time.

The selection of the available wood, depending on the requirements of the 
climate and aesthetic conditions, contains fir/spruce, oak, larch and meranti.

GLASS: The standard glass that we use is the isolation glass, consi-
sting of 2 float glasses thickness of 4 mm placed on both faces and 
connected at the diameter, with a placed distancer with the standard 
thickness of 20 mm (4-20-4), in the aluminium colour, and with option 
for white, brown white RAL 9010 and the bronze colour.

As the standard we use the low-emission glass (Low-e), with the po-
ssibility of filling the gas within the distancer (argon). These glasses 
have increased thermal isolation, so the thermal transmission value for 
4-20-4 Low-e + argon reaches U=1.1 W/m2K.

At a special request by a buyer we can also offer various safety glass, 
ornament glass and glass with built in distancers in the cross-shape (du-
plex) for the window with vertical and horizontal bars on the glass.

HARDWARE: For simple and safe handling with the window we use 
the hardware made by a world renowned manufacturer that has the 
years-long experience in making the mechanisms for the single-han-
ded tilt and turn opening of the casement.

All the elements are made of the cast metal made of steel and zinc, inox 
steel for the angle turnings springs and high quality plastics for various 
small parts. All the windows have caps as the final cover of visible har-
dware parts, which can be in the white, brown and titanium colour.

SURFACE TREATMENT: The products we use for vanishing our joinery 
are impregnations and water based lacqueres produced by a reputable 
European manufacturer. The industrial processing and varnishing before 
assembling the window, metal parts and glass elements,  enables the 
quality and total protection of the wood as well as the uniformity and 
quality of the colour and the final varnish. The transparent varnishes are 
available in the colours according to the shades card, while the colours 
for the covering coats can be determined by the RAL card.

RAIN PROTECTION PROFILES AND GASKETS:  The  lower part of the sash  
which are more exposed to  weather influences , are protected by rain 
protection profiles . The window is equipped with a double Qlon gasket at 
the window sash, which improves the thermic and acustic isolation.

WHY EXCLUSIVE
the construction and stability are additionally improved 
by using the three-layer laminated wood
the surface is well protected by the water varnishes 
with the guarantee of minimum 5 years
made to measure
possibility of choosing the shapes



WINDOWS

The Premier windows are made of the highest quality wood with the built in aluminium profile on the outside. This 
combination yields the best window in the world; wood with its natural thermo-isolating characteristics, natural diver-
sity and good processing characteristics, and aluminium as an airy outer skin that protects the wood from the weather 
conditions and meets the requirements of the modern life. Simply forget re-painting the windows!

The aluminium profiles that we use for our windows come from a reputable European manufacturer, they are made 
to measure, in the way that the profile is connected and shaped to the size, and finally treated on the surface in one 
piece, which provides sophisticated aesthetic quality.

When we add the possibility of choosing the colours according to the RAL card, and the fact that, due to the way of 
mounting on the wooden construction where aluminium profile does not sit directly to the wood, we achieve an 
additional air bridge that improves the thermal isolation and we get really a top product.

Lasting and Beautiful



PANA PREMIERWHY PREMIER 
It has an additional stability in the construction
We can reach the total harmonization with the 
interior and exterior
Easier maintenance
Long life
100% recyclable

WOOD: The PREMIER window is produced of three-layer laminated elements made 
of the high quality wooden material, thickness 89 mm, without a visible fingerjoint.

Using the laminated limed wood dried to the humidity content of 12-14%, and 
the adequate varnish, is the guarantee for the construction stability and persi-
stence of the product during the time. This window is made in the soft line versi-
on, which means that we don’t have slats for fastening the glass, and the  vertical  
and horizontal  elements are rather made of one  piece and in a rounded line.

The selection of the available wood, depending on the requirements of the 
climate and aesthetic conditions, contains fir/spruce, oak, larch and meranti.

ALUMINIUM: The outer side of the window is covered with an aluminium pro-
file which is attached to the wood by buckles. The aluminium is used in the soft 
line version too, and we can choose it according to the colours from the RAL 
card and harmonize it with the exterior.

GLASS: The standard glass that we use is the isolation glass, consisting of 2 
float glasses with thickness of 4 mm placed on both faces and connected at 
the diameter, with a placed distancer with the standard thickness of 20 mm 
(4-20-4), in the aluminium colour, and with option for white, brown white,  RAL 
9010 and the bronze colour.

As the standard we use the low-emission glass (Low-e), with the possibility of filling 
the gas within the distancer (argon). These glasses have increased thermal isolation, 
so the thermal transmission value for 4-20-4 Low-e + argon reaches U=1.1 W/m2K.

At a special request by a buyer we can also offer various types of safety glass, 
ornament glass and glass with built in cross-shaped distancers (duplex) for the 
window with vertical and horizontal bars on the glass.

HARDWARE: For simple and safe handling with the window we use the hardware 
made by a world renowned manufacturer that has a long-time experience in ma-
king the mechanisms for the single-handed tilt and turn  opening of the casement.

All the elements are made of the cast metal made of steel and zinc, inox steel 
for the  angle turnings springs and high quality plastics for various small parts. 
All the windows have caps as the final cover of visible hardware parts, which 
can be in the white, brown and titanium colour.

SURFACE TREATMENT: The products we use to varnish our joinery are impre-
gnations and water based varnishes produced by a reputable European manu-
facturer. The industrial processing and varnishing before assembling the window, 
hardware and glass elements,  enables the quality and total protection of the 
wood as well as the uniformity and quality of the colour and the final varnish. The 
transparent varnishes are available in the colours according to the shades card, 
while the colours for the covering coats can be determined by the RAL card.

GASKETS: The window is equipped with a double Qlon gasket at the window 
sash, which improves the thermal and acoustic isolation.



WINDOWS

Beside all the advantages offered by the PREMIER window, the new requirements and needs of the buyers require 
permanent improvements and widening the range of products. The PREMIER PLUS window is characterised with the 
modern design and straight lines. Its basic characteristic is a special construction by which we enabled building in a 
third glass sheet, resulting in the improvements in the acoustic and thermal isolation.

Venetian blinds are integrated between the glass sheets as the protection from sun and unwanted looks, and are an 
excellent solution for those who cannot build in classic blinds, or just prefer their modern looks.

Modern and sophisticated



PANA PREMIER PLUSWHY PREMIER PLUS
improved thermal and acoustic isolation
contemporary appearance
possibility to  harmonize the colours with 
the interior and exterior
Long duration
Easy maintenance

WOOD: The PREMIER PLUS window is produced of three-layer laminated ele-
ments made of a high quality wooden material, thickness 89 mm, without a visi-
ble finger joint.

Using the laminated limed wood, dried to the humidity content of 12-14% and the 
adequate varnish, guarantees the construction stability and persistence of the pro-
duct during the time. Although here too there are no slats for fastening the glass, 
this window has straight lines in the construction. The selection of the available 
wood, depending on the requirements of the climate and aesthetic conditions, 
contains fir/spruce, oak, larch and meranti.

ALUMINIUM: The outer side of the window is covered with an aluminium profile 
which is attached to the wood by buckles. The aluminium is used in the soft line 
version, too, and we can choose it according to the colours from the RAL card and 
harmonize it with the exterior.

GLASS: The standard glass that we use is the isolation glass, consisting of 2 float 
glasses with the thickness of 4 mm placed on both faces and connected at the 
diameter, with a placed distancer with the standard thickness of 20 mm (4-20-4), 
in the aluminium colour, with option for white, brown, white RAL 9010 and the 
bronze colour.

As the standard we use the low-emission glass (Low-e), with the possibility of filling 
in  the gas within the distancer (argon). This glass has increased thermal isolation, so 
the thermal transmission value for 4-20-4 Low-e + argon reaches U=1.1 W/m2K.

In the PREMIER PLUS window we have added a third, self standing glass sheet, whi-
ch increases additionally the acoustic and thermal isolation, but also enables buil-
ding in a Venetian blind between the glass sheets.

VENETIAN BLIND: The Venetian blind is built in the space between the glass sheets, 
so it is protected from dust. It is handled manually, very easily, from the outer side.

HARDWARE: For simple and safe use of the window we use the hardware made 
by a world renowned manufacturer that has a long-time experience in making the 
mechanisms for the single-handed tilt and turn  opening of the casement. All the 
elements are made of the cast metal made of steel and zinc, inox steel for the  angle 
turnings springs and high quality plastics for various small parts. All the windows 
have caps as the final cover of visible hardware parts, which can be in the white, 
brown and titanium colour.

SURFACE TREATMENT: The products we use to varnish our joinery are impregnati-
ons and water based varnishes produced by a reputable European manufacturer. 
The industrial processing and varnishing before assembling  the window, hardware 
and glass elements,  enables the quality and total protection of the wood as well as 
the uniformity and quality of the colour and the final varnish. The transparent var-
nishes are available in the colours according to the shades card, while the colours 
for the covering coats can be determined by the RAL card.

GASKETS: The window is equipped with a double Qlon gasket at the window sash, 
which improves the thermal and acoustic isolation.



PANORAMIC WINDOWS

If you want a lot of light in the room and free communication between the outer and inner space, the sliding panora-
mic windows are the ideal solution. The tilt-slide panoramic windows are a single sliding systems, and are the choice 
for smaller premises and simpler requirements.

It can be manufactured in the wood-aluminium, too.

The maximum width of the tilt-slide panoramic window, with the use of a semiautomatic hardware, is up to 200 cm.

Bright  and connecting



TILT-SLIDE

WOOD: In our production we use the three-layer lami-
nated elements made of a high quality wooden ma-
terial, thickness 68 mm, glued with  adhesives which 
are in accordance with the DIN EN 204 standard and 
meet the very strict conditions in their use (categories 
D3 and D4).

Using the laminated limed  wood, dried to the humi-
dity content of 12-14%, and the adequate varnish, is 
the guarantee for the construction stability and persi-
stence of the product during the time. The selection of 
the available wood, depending on the requirements 
of the climate and aesthetic conditions, contains fir/
spruce, oak, larch and meranti.

HARDWARE: For simple and safe handling with the 
window we use the hardware made by a world re-
nowned manufacturer that has the years-long expe-
rience in making the mechanisms for the single-han-
ded tilt and slide opening of the casement.

All the elements are made of the cast metal made of 
steel and zinc, inox steel for the angle turnings springs 
and high quality plastics for various small parts. All the 
windows have caps as the final cover of visible har-
dware parts, which can be in the white, brown and 
titanium colour.

SURFACE TREATMENT: The products we use for vanishing our joinery are impre-
gnations and water based lacqueres produced by a reputable European manufac-
turer. The industrial processing and varnishing before assembling the window, me-
tal parts and glass elements,  enables the quality and total protection of the wood 
as well as the uniformity and quality of the colour and the final varnish. The transpa-
rent varnishes are available in the colours according to the shades card, while the 
colours for the covering coats can be determined by the RAL card.

GLASS: The standard glass that we use is the isolation glass, consisting of 2 float 
glasses with thickness of 4 mm placed on both faces and connected at the dia-
meter, with a placed distancer with the standard thickness of 20 mm (4-20-4), in 
the aluminium colour, and with option for white, brown white,  RAL 9010 and the 
bronze colour.

As the standard we use the low-emission glass (Low-e), with the possibility of filling 
the gas within the distancer (argon). These glasses have increased thermal isolation, 
so the thermal transmission value for 4-20-4 Low-e + argon reaches U=1.1 W/m2K.

At a special request by a buyer we can also offer various types of safety glass, orna-
ment glass and glass with built in cross-shaped distancers (duplex) for the window 
with vertical and horizontal bars on the glass.



PANORAMIC WINDOWS

The lift- slide panoramic windows are very easy to handle. The combination  of openings , and the windows  sizes offer 
a wider choice and more possibilities for combining than with the tilt and slide  windows and are therefore a good 
solution for larger objects and modern architectonic solutions

The maximum width of a lift and slide panoramic window is up to 330 cm.

It can be manufactured in the wood-aluminium, too.

Living with the nature



LIFT - SLIDE

WOOD: In our production we use the three-layer lami-
nated elements made of a high quality wooden material, 
thickness 68 mm, glued with  adhesives which are in accor-
dance with the DIN EN 204 standard and meet the very 
strict conditions in their use (categories D3 and D4).

Using the laminated limed  wood, dried to the humidity 
content of 12-14%, and the adequate varnish, is the gua-
rantee for the construction stability and persistence of the 
product during the time.

The selection of the available wood, depending on the 
requirements of the climate and aesthetic conditions, con-
tains fir/spruce, oak, larch and meranti.

HARDWARE: For simple and safe handling with the win-
dow we use the hardware made by a world renowned ma-
nufacturer that has the years-long experience in making 
the mechanisms for the single-handed lift and slide  ope-
ning of the casement.

All the elements are made of the cast metal made of steel 
and zinc, inox steel for the angle turnings springs and high 
quality plastics for various small parts. All the windows have 
caps as the final cover of visible hardware parts, which can 
be in the white, brown and titanium colour.

SURFACE TREATMENT: The products we use for vanishing our joinery 
are impregnations and water based lacqueres produced by a reputable 
European manufacturer. The industrial processing and varnishing be-
fore assembling the window, metal parts and glass elements,  enables 
the quality and total protection of the wood as well as the uniformity 
and quality of the colour and the final varnish. The transparent var-
nishes are available in the colours according to the shades card, while 
the colours for the covering coats can be determined by the RAL card.

GLASS: The standard glass that we use is the isolation glass, consisting 
of 2 float glasses with thickness of 4 mm placed on both faces and 
connected at the diameter, with a placed distancer with the standard 
thickness of 20 mm (4-20-4), in the aluminium colour, and with option 
for white, brown white,  RAL 9010 and the bronze colour.

As the standard we use the low-emission glass (Low-e), with the possi-
bility of filling the gas within the distancer (argon). These glasses have 
increased thermal isolation, so the thermal transmission value for 4-20-
4 Low-e + argon reaches U=1.1 W/m2K.

At a special request by a buyer we can also offer various types of safety 
glass, ornament glass and glass with built in cross-shaped distancers 
(duplex) for the window with vertical and horizontal bars on the glass.



ACCESSORIES

The shutters  are an inevitable part of the 
traditional  architecture and culture of li-
ving in many regions, but we cannot, nor 
want to, avoid them in the contemporary 
architecture. They provide all that’s needed 
for the protection from too much sun and 
bad weather, and at the same time give the 
sense of security, warmth and protection to 
your home. They are also a decoration on 
the window, and often give the final charm 
and touch to your home.

In its range of products PANA offers the 
shutters with fix or movable lamellas, and  
with full profile or panels.

SHUTTERS  

ROLLER  
SHUTTERS
The roller shutters are ele-
ments which regulate in a 
secure way the penetration 
of warmth and light into 
your home. They protect 
from unwanted looks, sun, 
wind, rain and energy losses, 
and can be built in almost 
every opening, whether on 
a new or an older building.

You can chose between the 
plastic and aluminium lamellas in various widths depending on the 
place of installation, and colours according to your choice.

Most often mini boxes for shutters in 4 various heights and three 
depths of installation are used. The shutters can be let down manu-
ally or with a built in electric motor and remote control.

Dimensions of box hight/depth

166/200 mm 1700 mm 1000 mm
186/200 mm 2150 mm 1350 mm
210/230 mm 2750 mm 1750 mm

146/200 mm* 1250 mm –
166/200 mm* 1950 mm 1150 mm
166/230 mm* 1950 mm 1150 mm
186/230 mm* 2300 mm 1600 mm
210/230 mm* 2800 mm 2150 mm
210/260 mm* 2800 mm 2150 mm

*Depending on the position of the window and the applied window system,  
this type of box  might need additional isolation lamella 4698 to meet 
standard requirements DIN 4108.

Z 38, 40 mm Lamellas     Z 52, 60 mm Lamellas

Z 38, 40 mm Lamellas     Z 52, 60 mm LamellasDimensions of box hight/depth

Characteristics:
 conciliated with requirements of energy savings regulation ( En EV)
 compact construction
 bevelled edge for water drainage
 large selection of colors and wood imitations
 easy installation and availability of mosquito net
 possible plastering from outside
 all PVC profiles are stabilized with ecologically friendly 

  calcium-zink stabilizer (greenline technology)

•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Types of boxes with integrated part of thermo isolation 
according to the En EV.

Maximal width:
Rola Plus Mini shutters box 2500 mm.
Maximal hight of integrated lamellas:
( to the lower edge of Rola Plus mini box)
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ACCESSORIES

The basic version of a rollo shutters  box can 
with minimal costs be supplemented by a 
practical mosquito net. Protect yourselves in a 
natural way from the boring insects and enjoy 
the deserved rest with the open window.

This functional part can easily and without 
any problems be mounted later, too, if the 
adequate conditions are taken into conside-
ration when making the basic piece.

MOSQUITO NET

CROSSES FOR GLASS
Opulence of your window forms 
complete with decorative lattices in 
different shapes and dimmensions



ENTRANCE DOOR

When constructing the PANA entrance door we kept in mind all the require-
ments that are nowadays expected in the production of the entrance door, 
which are diverse. The appearance must be in harmony with the exterior ar-
chitecture as well as a decoration of the house. By using the outside wooden 
panels in various combinations of wood types, the grain directions and outsi-
de processing, all kinds of tastes can be met.  Being exposed to the extreme 
weather conditions and the temperature difference inside and outside, the 
door construction must be stable and firm, as well as act as a certain acou-
stic and thermal shield which guarantees the comfort of your home. This is 
provided by a special PUR core and the aluminium profile which strengthens 
the solid wood frame.

Through the colour and the final varnish the door can be completely 
harmonised with the exterior joinery.

Construction of the leaf
the frame 68 mm thick made of three-layers laminated wood
filling made of the PUR core for the acoustic and thermal  

 isolation
on both sides of the frame integrated vertical strengthening  

 firming made of a special aluminium alloy as stabilizers
on both sides the cover layers made of limed aluminium  

 leafs for stabilization,  laminated wood, the finishing layer in  
 the vertical or horizontal layed fine line veneer fir/spruce,  
 oak, larch and meranti.

Door frame 
made of the solid wood  fir/spruce, oak, larch or meranti  

 wood, thickness 68x8 mm, modern line

Door-step
a transit door-step made of aluminium

Hardware
hinges 18mm x 4 pieces.
Locks and door-handles according to your choice
PVC modified gaskets

Surface treatment
final treatment with a three-layer coat of a quality 

 water varnish according to the shades card

Standard dimensions
height:  193-225 cm
width:    95-115 cm

•
•

•

•

•

•

•
•
•

•

•
•

Technical data:



INSIDE DOOR

Construction of the leaf
frame made of the three-layer laminated wood thickness 42 mm
panels  - solid  wood or glass

Door  frame 
laminated solid  wood
in the modern or soft line version
with cover laths separately or integrated

Door-step
wooden or no door-step

Hardware
hinges 18 mm x 3
locks and door-handles according to your choice
PVC modified gaskets

Surface treatment
the final treatment with a three-layer coat of a quality water varnish according to the shades card

Standard dimensions
height:  200-210 cm
width:   65, 75, 85, 95, 105 cm

•
•

•
•
•

•

•
•
•

•

•
•

The inside doors PANA are a combination of a tradition and simplicity. Through inventive 
combining between the panels in the solid wood  fir/spruce frame we can change the 
interiors into a classic or a modern one in a moment. If we add as a frame a solid wood  
laminated door frame in the modern line  or soft line version, we will get even more po-
ssible combinations. Among these, everyone can find something for her/himself.

With the colour and final varnish they can be completely harmonized with the PANA 
windows, thus creating a unique set.

Technical data:



WOOD AND THE 
SURFACE TREATMENT

YM M040/ T13 Larice

YM M040/ T27 Rovere

YM M040/ T29 Verde Bosco

YM M040/ T24 Palissandro

YM M040/ T21 Noce Brennero

YM M040/ T23 Noce Scuro

YM M040/ T30 Castagno

YM M040/ T16 Noce Bruno

YM M040/ T22 Noce

YM M040/ T15 Mogano

YM M040/ T10 Ciliegio

YM M040/ T89 Noce Chiaro

YM M040/ T28 Teck

The wood types that are used for the production of PANA windows 
and doors are diverse, but the common characteristics which they 
have to meet in order to yield a quality window or door are:

good processability;
hardness
natural resistance to bio-dissolution
aptness for adequate treatments (drying or impregnation)
good aging resistance

In the production we use three-layer laminated elements made of 
a quality wood materials, and adhesives which are in accordance 
with the DIN EN 204 standard and meet very strict conditions in the 
use (categories D3 and D4).

Using the laminated limed wood, as well as the wood dried to the 
humidity contents of 12-14 % and the adequate varnishing, gua-
rantees the construction stability and durability of the product du-
ring the time.

The selection of the wood may vary, depending on the place of 
installation (of usage), aesthetic appearance (texture) or the price.

The most common types of wood that we recommend and use for 
our range of products are fir/spruce, larch, oak, and meranti.

•
•
•
•
•

Surface treatment
The products we use for varnishing our joinery are impregnations 
and varnishes on the water base, produced by a renowned Europe-
an manufacturer.

The industrial processing and varnishing before assembling the 
window, hardwood and glass elements,  enables better and com-
plete protection of the wood and the unique and quality colour 
and final varnish.

The transparent varnishes are available in the colours according to 
the shades card, while the colours for the covering coats can be 
determined by the RAL card.

Wood
Shades card 
on fir/spruce.



GLASS AND 
DOOR HANDLES

We offer several types of ornament glasses.

In the range of products we offer the door and window handles 
of the well known manufacturer which can be, depending on 
the model, made of aluminium, inox or brass.

Here we have selected some of them.

Glass

Door handles
Tokyo tilt and 
turn handle

Atlanta tilt and 
turn handle

Verona tilt and 
turn handle

Tokyo handle 
on plate

Capri tilt and 
turn handle

Capri handle 
on rose

Atlanta handle 
on rose

Verona handle 
on rose

Tokyo handle 
on rose

Gothic Kathedralklein Kura Chinchilla Crepi

Clear Satinato Privablue Satinato Flutes M Green Satinato Delta M
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Pana d.o.o.
Zagrebačka bb
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Croatia
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Production

Turopolje
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